**Quick Facts**

**Indications**

(in addition to those for Easy Air, p. 4):

Lateral Rotation for patients who find frequent manual repositioning painful or need more frequent repositioning
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**Quick Facts**

**Indications**

(in addition to those for Easy Air, p. 4):

Patients weighing 350-1000 pounds with excess skin moisture (do not use for patients weighing less than 350 lbs.).
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**Therapy Provided**

- Microclimate Management (LAL)
- Alternating Pressure
- Lateral Rotation
- Powered Pressure Redistribution
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The all-in-one Easy Air LR model puts caregiver just a button-push away from a powerful, additional treatment modality, “Lateral Rotation” (LR). The unique PressureGuard approach to LR has been documented to help wounds close more than three times faster than on other commonly provided air therapy surfaces. Beyond pure pressure management, Lateral Rotation gives caregivers a versatile tool that is indicated for a wide variety of user needs.
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**Warning:** Cancer and Reproductive Harm – www.P65Warnings.ca.gov